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Abstract
Knowledge graphs (KG) are an established method for heterogeneous data integration and have begun
powering complex software agents. However, it is important to understand where the data in the knowl-
edge graph originates, especially within the context of synthetic research agents and other trustworthy
AI systems. In this paper, we propose an ontology design pattern for tracking the provenance and context
of computational observations, as well as a proposing a supporting, simplified conceptual framework for
modeling abstract and concrete versions of the same underlying notion.

1. Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KG) are an established way of integrating data from multiple, heterogeneous
sources [1]. Recently, they have begun powering complex software agents. However, as the
complexity – and pervasiveness – of these agents grows, it is important to understand where
the data in the knowledge graph originates. This is particular important within the context of
synthetic research agents and other trustworthy AI systems. When the AI agent is operating on
data of specious origin, it is important to propagate this downstream through all the downstream
actions.

In particular – and the focus of this paper – we want to track the provenance and lineage of
data produced from computational models. This requires that we understand both the models
themselves and the results that they produce – which we call “computational observations,” as
well as the context in which these models are executed,

However, the space of computational models is quite large. Building an entire domain ontology
would be very difficult and, not to mention, contentious. As such, we have opted to develop
an ontology design pattern [2] that represents, in a generalized case, the interplay between
computational models, executions, and observations. Such a pattern will enable downstream
ontology or knowledge engineers to quickly incorporate modeling best practices into their own
KG, and will enable them to easily align their KGs to other KGs that reuse the same pattern.

The primary contributions of this paper are:
1. a simplified framework for conceptually modeling abstract and concrete concepts repre-

senting the same underlying notion; and
2. a pattern for modeling computational observations.
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Figure 1: The schema diagram for the Data Transformation Ontology Design Pattern (ODP). Gold
boxes represent concepts that are central to the pattern. Blue boxes with dashed borders are interfaces
to other patterns or represent concepts with significant complexity, but outside the scope of this pattern.
Purple boxes represented controlled vocabularies, which simply means they are comprised of a finite
set of individuals. Black-filled arrows represent object or data properties; and open arrows represent
subclass relationships.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss background
and related work. Section 3 provides a brief discussion on a basic, conceptual pattern for
modeling abstract and concrete concepts for the same notion. In Section 4 we present our
pattern and provide its formalization. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude with future work.

2. Related Work

There is some existing literature that focuses on how to capture the results of modeling and
simulation software. As far as the authors are aware, there is not directly corresponding work
for directly modeling computational observations. Below, we describe some tangential work
that could be used in a limited fashion, and how it relates to our pattern described in Section 4.

SOSA/SSN (The Sensors, Observations, Sampling, Actuators Ontology and Semantic Sensor
Network Ontology [3]) are W3C Recommendations for modeling how observations are gener-
ated from sensors. While the notion of a sensor, within these ontologies, is left intentionally
ambiguous and can, indeed, be used to represent a piece of software (e.g., for simulation or fore-
casting purposes), it is awkward to do so, due to requirements on phenomenon and result times
of observations – and whether or not a software producing a dataset is really an observation at
all. Secondly, SOSA/SSN does not provide a mechanism for modeling aspects of the software or
hardware, which this pattern provides.

ML-Schema [4] was proposed by the W3C Machine Learning Schema Community Group
to capture the provenance of machine learning data sets, algorithms, models, software imple-
mentations, and model runs for machine learning experiments. While ML-Schema captures
the computational workflow associated with an ML experiment, it does not conceptualize a
“model” as a surrogate for a real world phenomenon and is instead focused on capturing the
type of machine learning methodology as a model. Also, because it was developed primarily as
a schema for ML experiments, it lacks the generality of a ontology pattern based approach.

The Data Transformation Pattern [5] describes how data is transformed via different numerical



Figure 2: A visual representation of the simplified Descriptions and Situations framework. The graphical
syntax is the same as in Figure 1.

Figure 3: A visual representation of our Algorithm example. The graphical syntax is the same as in
Figure 1. Note the correspondences between it and the figure above.

operations (a schema diagram for the pattern is shown in Figure 1). This pattern focuses on
the dataset level, rather than the specific data within them, for tracking how the datasets were
transformed, what – or whom – performed those actions, and which datasets were used to
generate or derive the new dataset. The Computational Observation pattern, instead, focuses
on how computational models generate specific data (e.g., computational observations).

The Computational Environment pattern [6] is used to model the hardware and software
configurations where a particular piece of code may be implemented and executed. Its focus
is not on the metadata of the results of that execution, but instead on providing a human and
machine-interpretable way of exchanging (arbitrary) configuration information. Indeed, we
reference this concept in our own pattern.

3. Modeling Abstract and Concrete Concepts

It is frequently desirable to model a particular concept and its abstraction. That is, the difference
between an algorithm and the execution of that algorithm. The Descriptions and Situations (DnS)
[7] framework is one way to accomplish this. However, DnS can be quite challenging to approach,
especially for those without significant ontology engineering experience or foundations in logics.
It furthermore leverages DOLCE [8], a foundational ontology, which may not be compatible
with project needs. The following is an alternative, simplified framework by which one can
conceptually reason about the description and situation dynamic.

Figure 2 shows a schema diagram for a simplified conceptualization of the Description and
Situation dynamic. In summary, a Description exists outside of time – it is the abstraction of a
notion; a Situation is an instantiation of that Description that is anchored in space and time.

For example, consider the notion of an algorithm. Loosely speaking, an algorithm is a set of
steps that operate on an input to produce an output, for example: long division or, less trivially,
normalizing a series of data. Such algorithms, however, exist in the abstract; the executions of
them, do not. They are run in particular computational environments, on some hardware, and



according to some software implementation. Consider the graphical representation in Figure 3:
the Algorithm corresponds to the Description; the Execution corresponds to the Situation; and
we split the spatial and temporal aspects of a SpatiotemporalExtent to produce a TemporalExtent
and a ComputationalEnvironment. In a more complex scenario, one might also consider an
algorithm to have an input or parameter space, where the Execution would have specific inputs
and parameters.

3.1. Formalization of the Simplified Framework

We provide a brief formalization of this framework.

Description is the abstract representation of a particular concept or notion. This could, for
example, be an algorithm or a recipe. Intuitively, the Description is a template.

⊤ ⊑ hasDescription.Description (1)

Situation is the concrete instantiation of a particular Description. This could, for example, be
the execution of an algorithm or the act of following a recipe. Intuitively, the Situation is a
template that has been “filled out.”

Situation ⊑ ∀ occursOver.SpatiotemporalExtent (2)

Situation ⊑ =1 occursOver.SpatiotemporalExtent (3)

Situation ⊑ =1 hasDescription.Description (4)

4. A Pattern for Computational Observations

The Computational Observation ODP is driven by the interplay between the three core concepts:
ComputationalModel, ComputationalModelExecution (CME), and ComputationalObservation.
The first two correspond, respectively, to the Description and Situation from Figure 2. That is, a
ComputationalModel is an abstract representation of the space of all computational models, and
the CME is a concrete instance from that space (e.g., parameters and inputs have been selected).
The CME is then comprised of a set of generated outputs: the ComputationalObservations.

The rest of the pattern is relevant metadata important to describing the entire process or
pipeline. ComputationalModels are implemented into a codebase (Implementation) and are
compiled into executables (Executable). An execution of the ComputationalModel requires that
we capture the temporal extent (i.e., when it was executed) and the computational environment
(i.e., where it was executed). Below, we provide further descriptions of each concept and its
relevant axioms (listed alphabetically).

ComputationalEnvironment is the encapsulation of hardware and software configurations
of the computer used to execute the ComputationalModelExecution. This interface may be
satisfied by the ODP of the same name, as in [6].

ComputationalModel (CM) is an abstract notion intended to connect the conceptual, math-
ematical and algorithmic models as surrogates for real world phenomena that is the intended



Figure 4: The schema diagram for the Computational Observation ODP. It uses the same graphical
syntax as in Figure 1.

target of an observation. That is, we use it to represent the space of CMs. Every CM is a
Resource, which allows us to chain together CM input and outputs.

ComputationalModel ⊑ Resource (5)

ComputationalModel ⊑ ≥0 utilizes.Resource (6)

ComputationalModelExecution (CME) is the concrete notion of a ComputationalModel.
That is, it corresponds to the Situation in Figure 2. We directly link the CME to the Computa-
tionalModel via an exact cardinality restriction on the executesComputationalModel property.
This differs from the notion of an Executable (below) in that the Executable is the artifact that
can be executed many times, and the CME is the actual act of execution, and it thus exactly cor-
responds to that Executable. Furthermore, it will always have exactly one TemporalExtent, and
at least one ComputationalEnvironment.1 ParameterInstantiations are sometimes necessary
when complex CMEs generate their own parameters as part of the execution (more details are
provided below). Finally, CMEs generate ComputationalObservations, and they will always
generate at least one.

CME ⊑ ∀ generatesOutput.ComputationalObservation (7)

CME ⊑ ≥0 generatesOutput.ComputationalObservation (8)

⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasTemporalExtent.TemporalExtent (9)

1We leave this only as an existential restriction as it is up to the user of this pattern – and the conceptualization of
the computational environment – whether or not distributed computing scenarios count as multiple computational
environments.



CME ⊑ =1 hasTemporalExtent.TemporalExtent (10)

⊤ ⊑ ∀ executedIn.ComputationalEnvironment (11)

CME ⊑ ∃ executedIn.ComputationalEnvironment (12)

⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasParameterInstantiation.ParameterInstantiation (13)

ParameterInstantiation ⊑ ∃ hasParameterInstantiation−.CME (14)

CME ⊑ ≥0 hasParameterInstantiation.ParameterInstantiation (15)

⊤ ⊑ ∀ isExecutionOf.Executable (16)

CME ⊑ =1 isExecutionOf.Executable (17)

CME ⊑ =1 executesComputationalModel.ComputationalModel (18)

ComputationalObservation (CO) is the core concept of this pattern. Notably, we do not
mandate that the CO is an EntityWithProvenance, as it is already directly modeled via the
generatesOutput property. Indeed, we specify that it is inverse existential to state that any CO
must have been generated by a CME. We also do not specify any particular way to formulate
what the value of the CO is, as we want the pattern to be sufficiently generalized. Finally, we
realize that informedBy is a very informal term – we anticipate that the exact label for the
relationship be adapted to a particular use-case; we simply want to use a placeholder to indicate
that a relationship exists here.

ComputationalObservation ⊑ =1 informedBy.ComputationalModel (19)

ComputationalObservation ⊑ ∃ generatesOutput−.CME (20)

EntityWithProvenance is eponymous; it indicates that the entity in question has desirable
metadata, such as who generated the entity, when it may have been generated, and what was
used to derive the entity. We recommend using PROV-O [9] to satisfy this interface.

Executable is the artifact that can be executed, and is generally produced by a compiler. As
such, we indicate that it is an EntityWithProvenance so that this may be captured. We also state
that an Executable can only be compiled from exactly one Implementation.

Executable ⊑ EntityWithProvenance (21)

∃ isCompiledFrom.Implementation ⊑ Executable (22)

Executable ⊑ ∀ isCompiledFrom.Implementation (23)

Executable ⊑ =1 isCompiledFrom.Implementation (24)

Implementation is the formulation of the computational model into some codebase (e.g.,
the hosting repository). In our axiomatization, we state that the Implementation is an Entity-
WithProvenance, allowing us to model, for example, contributors. Furthermore, we provide
scoped domain and range restrictions for the implements property, as well as state that an
Implementation implements ComputationalModels. This axiom can be changed depending on
the requirements – it is foreseeable that one to many ComputationalModels can be implemented
in the same repository (existentiality), or only one (exact cardinality restriction of 1).

Implementation ⊑ EntityWithProvenance (25)



∃ implements.ComputationalModel ⊑ Implementation (26)

Implementation ⊑ ∀ implements.ComputationalModel (27)

Implementation ⊑ =1 implements.ComputationalModel (28)

ParameterInstantiation is the set of parameters the defines the, typically mathematical,
model space for an execution of a computational model. For instance, in Newton’s Law of
Cooling: �̇� = ℎ * 𝐴(𝑇 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣), the heat transfer coefficient ℎ, objects surface area 𝐴,
and the temperature of an objects surrounding environment 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 would provide part of a
ParameterInstantiation needed to understand the results of the execution of a computational
model. Additional details such as time step used in solving the mathematical model would also
be part of the ParameterInstantiation.

Resource is an arbitrary piece of data that the computational model will require in order to
run. These might be data sources or parameters. Note that a ComputationalModel is also a
Resource. This allows us to model how ComputationalModels might feed into each other.

TemporalExtent is a straightforward concept, representing the length of time that the Com-
putationalModelExecution would have run. It is, however, left as an interface in the pattern,
as we do not want to mandate a particular conceptualization of time. This interface could, for
example, be satisfied using xs:duration or the Time ontology [10] for more complex modeling,
depending on the needs of the use-case.

5. Conclusion

Modeling the process or pipeline by which computational observations are generated (i.e., the
results from executed numerical models or simulations) is an important aspect of trustworthy
data. For example, the adage “Garbage In, Garbage Out” comes to mind. How can we trust
operations on unknown data that is untrustworthy? The Computational Observation ODP is
an attempt to fill this space. By describing the entire generation pipeline, from the particular
resources used to implement a computational model, to the hardware, software, and param-
eter configurations used in the execution of said computational model we can more readily
understand how certain results were achieved in modeling and simulation scenarios.

We furthermore presented a simplified, conceptual framework for discussing abstract and
concrete notions of the same underlying concept. That is, the difference between, for example,
an algorithm and its execution; or a recipe and the act of cooking. In this way, a computational
model and its execution must be similarly modeled.

We have identified the following items as next steps in our work.
1. We intend to instantiate and connect it to instantiations of both the Data Transformation

and Computational Environment Patterns, to create a Modeling & Simulation Ontology.
2. The Computational Observation pattern will be added to the next version of MODL (The

modular ontology design pattern library – [11]).
3. Create a cross-walk from the Computational Observation pattern to the CodeMeta Project

[12].
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